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Praises and thanks are to the God who is Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And,
He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His AhlulBait and curses be upon their enemies.
Virtuous
I advise myself and you to be pious and accurate our actions and predicate ourselves. I
advice myself and you to do more god deeds and repent to god. Truly god make some
period of time implement for reaching to his forgiveness and golden age for overcoming
Satan. Nowadays we are in one of them, the month of Shaban. This month is one of the
best opportunities for gaining god’s mercy and rewards. Regarding to this in month of
Shaban, Imam Ali saw a group of people that speaking about things that did not have any
benefit for them and they just passing time, he said to them, this month is the month of
Shaban. The benefit of this month is praying, fasting, paying Zakat, “ordering to good
deeds and prohibiting from bad things, kindness to parents and relatives and
neighbors, making peace between people and giving charity. If you know what god
prepared for those who done these, you will left what now you doing and hasten to
what I told you”. And then he narrated a Hadith from prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H) that
saying that Satan has some soldiers that stopping people from god and god worshiping. In
the other side god send angels to encourage people and awake them.
Dear audience, be aware in this golden opportunity and great blessing. May Allah bless us
and help us in this great month and we beg him to help us for preparation for the Ramadan
Coming days
In the next weed we have the birthday of oldest child of Imam Hussein, Ali Akbar. This
great day called as commemoration of youth. Ali akbar is one of the great Islamic symbol
for humanity and the ideal youth.
One of his great characteristics of him is a resistance upon right way until he gave his life
to save his Imam, his beliefs and his religion. When Imam Hussein was going to Karbala,
he had a dream that someone saying: you are going and grief (death) traces you to heaven.
Imam Hussein said this dream for Ali Akbar. Ali Akbar asked: we are not in the right side?
Imam Hussein replied: we are in the right side. Ali Akbar answered: so we do not care
(about death) so Imam Hussein told him: may Allah give you best reward…

Because of that in the day of Asura he is the first man from Ahlull beyt that attacked the
enemy. He is great symbol for our youth to follow and resist on righteousness.
The second characteristics of him that I want to mention it is his politeness. Even when he
fought in the war and got injured and fell on the earth he did not called his father to come
and help him and he just say goodbye to his father.
Nowadays we really need this teachings for our youth and our society. And may Allah
bless us to follow him and his father our great Imam, Imam Hussein
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